Abstract In this paper, a fractional model for the computation of temperature and heat flux distribution in a semi-infinite solid is discussed which is subjected to spatially decomposing, timedependent laser source. The apt dimensionless parameters are identified and the reduced temperature and heat flux as a function of these parameters are presented in a numerical form. Some special cases of practical interest are also discussed. The solution is derived by the application of the Laplace transform, the Fourier sine transform and their derivatives. Also, we developed an alternative solution of it by using the Sumudu transform, the Fourier transform and their derivatives. These results are received in compact and graceful forms in terms of the generalized MittagLeffler function, which are suitable for numerical computation. 
Introduction
In the modeling of many physical and chemical processes and engineering systems fractional differentiation has been widely used. The instances are electrochemistry and electromagnetic waves, diffusion waves, fractal electrical networks, electrical machines, nanotechnology, viscoelastic supplies and systems, quantum evolution of complex systems [1] , and heat conduction [2] . Automatic control is also a field in which many applications of fractional differentiations have been anticipated. Recently, it is demonstrated that the real state of a fractional order system is not exactly observable [3] . However, the authors have also have demonstrated that the pseudo state vector of the pseudo state space description can be estimated using a Luenberger like observer. As fractional order derivatives and integrals explain the memory and genetic properties of different substances, the above mentioned new models are more sufficient than the earlier used integer order models [4] . This is the biggest advantage of the fractional order models in comparison with integer order models in which such effects are neglected. A semi-infinite solid is an idealized body that has a single plane surface and extends to infinity in all directions. This idealized body is used to specify that the temperature change in the part of the body in which we are interested is due to the thermal situation on a single surface. The earth, for instance, can be considered as a semi-infinite medium in determining the variation of temperature close to its surface. A thick wall can also be modeled as a semi-infinite medium if we are interested in the variation of temperature in the region near one of the surfaces, and the other surface is extreme to have any impact on the region of interest during the time of surveillance. In view of great importance of fractional differential equations many authors have paid attention for handling linear and nonlinear fractional differential equations [5] [6] [7] . In recent years many authors have employed various analytical schemes to investigate nonlinear problems arising in scientific and technological fields such as nonlinear oscillation of a centrifugal governor system [8] , dynamic analysis of generalized conservative nonlinear oscillators [9] , nonlinear vibrating systems [10] , and frequency analysis of strongly nonlinear generalized duffing oscillators [11] .
Preliminary results
Consider semi-infinite solid initially at temperature T 0 . The left face of the solid is suddenly raised to temperature T s at time zero and defining h ¼ . If we suppose, constant thermal conductivity, no internal heat generation and insignificant temperature variation in the y and z directions. The relevant differential equation is given by classical non-homogenous heat equation defined by [12] :
where K is the thermal diffusivity. Subject to boundary conditions are
The following well-known facts are considered to study the temperature distribution and heat flux in the semi infinite solid.
The Laplace transform is defined by [13] L fðxÞ f g¼
The Fourier sine transform is defined by [14] Fðn; tÞ ¼
The error function of x is defined by [15] erfðxÞ
and the complimentary error function of x is defined as
A generalization of the Mittag-Leffler function [16, 17] E a ðzÞ ¼
was introduced by [18] in the general form
also derived by [19] in the following integral
The fractional derivative of order a > 0 is presented by Caputo [20] in the form 
A generalization of the Caputo fractional derivative operator Eq. (10) is given by [21] , by introducing a right-sided fractional derivative operator of two parameters of order 0 < a < 1 and 0 6 b 6 1 as Sumudu transform formula for this operator [21, 22] , holds the formula 
involves the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator of order 1 À b ð Þ 1 À a ð Þ evaluated in the limit as x ! 0þ. For more details and properties of this operator see in [23] .
The simplest Wright function is defined by [24] 
Generalized k-Wright function is an exciting generalization of Wright function Eq. (16) . Some exciting properties of the generalized k-Wright function are obtained by [25] .
Following integral [26] is required for simplification
We will also use the following consequence obtained by Chaurasia and Singh [27] as
Mathematical modeling
Now, we consider a new model in the form of fractional partial differential equation
where 0 < a 6 1; 0 b 6 1;
The significant boundary conditions are as follows
If we put b ¼ 1, then Eq. (20) reduces into the Caputo fractional derivative operator, and then we arrive at recently obtained result by [28] .
If we consider a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 1 then Eq. (20) reduces in standard heat Eq. (1).
Solution of problem

Applying the Fourier Sine transform on Eq. (20), yields
Integrating by parts gives
Now, using Eq. (13), taking Laplace transform of Eq. (24), gives s ah s n; s ð ÞÀs
This reduces tõ h s n; s ð Þ ¼ nC
The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (26) is given by [29] h s n; t ð Þ ¼ nC
Now, taking inverse Fourier sine transform of Eq. (27), we get
Using Eq. (17), then Eq. (28) can be reduced in the form of Wright function as
If we assume a ¼ 1, then Eq. (29) reduces to
Alternative method for solving fractional partial differential equation
In this section, we solve the fractional partial differential Eq. (20) by an alternative method by using Sumudu transform. Now, using Eq. (14), taking Sumudu transform of Eq. (24), we get
This reduces to
Taking inverse Sumudu transform both sides in Eq. (32) and using Eq. (19), we get h s n; t ð Þ ¼ nC
Now, taking inverse Fourier Sine transform both sides in Eq. (33), yields
Using Eq. (17), then Eq. (34) can be reduced in the form of Wright function as
The surface heat flux
The heat flux at the surface is identified as
where h ¼
Numerical evaluation
A 15 cm thick concrete firewall has a black silicone paint surface. The wall is approximated as a black body at 1000 K. It will take 2 min for the surface to reach 500 K, if the initial temperature of the wall is 300 K. Find the surface heat flux. Solution: We have T s ¼ 500 K; T 0 ¼ 300 K. The required concrete properties are
In particular for a ¼ The numerical results for the heat flux (36) for different values of t and a at T s ¼ 500 K; T 0 ¼ 300 K; k ¼ 1:4 W=mK and C ¼ 0:75 Â 10 À6 m 2 =s are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be observed from Fig. 1 that heat flux q s ð Þ decreases with increase in time t and increases with the increase in a but afterward its nature is opposite.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a solution of a fractional partial differential equation. The solution has been developed in terms of the generalized Mittag-Leffler and Wright function form with the help of Fourier transform, Laplace transform and its inverse after deriving the related formulae for fractional integrals, and derivatives. The modifications to generalization of the Caputo fractional derivative operator proposals carried out here by developing and discussing an alternate mathematical model with the help of Fourier transform, the Sumudu transform and their derivatives to psychoanalyze the behavior of temperature distribution and heat flux in semi infinite solid represent just an example of what needs to be done to increase our general understanding and use of these concepts. The existence and uniqueness of solution have been discussed in both strong and weak senses. Furthermore, a numerical method based on the boundary conditions has been devised in order to obtain constant and exact numerical solutions. 
